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Specifications

Contact Us

Dispenser

Coin Hopper

Note Acceptor Options 

Receipt Printer Options

PIN Pad Options

Power Conditioning

Security

PC

Customer Loyalty Program

Unit Weight

Cloud Monitoring

GLI Tested and Certified

3,000 note capacity per cassette (up to 5 per unit)
Optional: 2,000 note capacity per cartridge (up to 4 per unit)

Base model comes standard with three (3) commercial
capacity coin hoppers (.25, .05, .01)
- Quarters: 1,500
- Nickels: 1,800
- Pennies: 2,630

1,200 note capacity

7” paper roll capacity (prints receipt internally, cuts receipt and presents to customer)

Upgrade option required for conducting financial service transactions

Powervar Power Conditioner and Battery Backup, also includes power conditioners on 
all communication lines connected to the unit.

Internal and External doors locked with electronic and key locking mechanisms

Comes standard with Solid State Drive for greater reliability, improved data protection 
and lower heat.

Fully integrated with M3t’s Customer Loyalty Program module.

600 lbs (272.155kg)

Fully integrated with the M3t Route Management System for real-time RT and VGT 
monitoring.

M3 Technology Solutions
2278 Industrial Boulevard
Norman, OK 73069
Toll Free: 1.877.706.7394
Fax: 405.813.2077
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Under-the-Counter Kiosk

Ticket Redemption / Bill Breaking



10” HD Color Touch Screen 
The full color 10” HD ELO touch screen makes the UC1100 
versatile and easy to use.  This screen is designed to tilt out for 
easy access without bending down.

Coin Hoppers
Dispensing coin is essential when redeeming TITO tickets and as 
such the UC1100 is equipped with 3 commercial capacity coin 
hoppers.

Power Conditioning
The Powervar power conditioner and battery backup is sold with 
the UC1100 for the ultimate in power conditioning and battery 
backup.  This device is not included inside the cabinet but will 
placed near the unit.  This component is designed to bring the 
unit back up in the event of a power failure and provide a level 
of data and interaction for the customer unsurpassed in the 
industry.  

Security
The UC1100 is one of the highest security safes on the market.  
Constructed with 12ga steel the unit is designed to provide 
ultimate  security for the cash inside. 

Solid State Drive in PC
The UC1100 comes standard with a solid state drive in the PC.  This 
allows for quicker response to attendants, improved data security, 
longer life cycle, greater reliability and lower heat output.

Jackpot Processing
Processing jackpots is a key feature of the UC1100.  Cashiers 
are given the flexibility of scanning jackpot vouchers via a bar 
code scanner on the front door.  This will better secure the large 
amount of funds required to pay out jackpots.

Integrated Cashier Terminal
Cashiers will provide a seamless integration to the M3t cashier 
module for conducting transactions.  This integration will make 
their effort as smooth as possible.

Huge Capacity Bill Dispensing
The first M3t unit to support three bill dispensing options.  The 
standard model will come with a Fujitsu F400 dispenser (2,200 
notes per cassette / up to 4 cassettes).  Upgrades for this unit 
include the Fujitsu F510 dispenser (3,000 notes per cassette / 
up to 5 cassettes) or the Glory 500 (3,000 notes per cassette / 
up to 5 cassettes)

Large Bill Acceptor Capacity
The UC1100 comes standard with a 1,200 note bill acceptor to 
provide great flexibility to soft count teams and cashiers.
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Dimensions and Features
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